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DateName Class

Circle the word that describes the author’s purpose for writing each
paragraph. 

1.  Our bake sale will be held on May 5 during school hours.  
We need volunteers to bake cookies, cakes, pies, and snack 
bars.  We also need volunteers to set up and tear down the 
display.  Please tear o� the response section at the bottom 
of this sheet to participate.  Thanks for your help!     

inform                  entertain                  persuade

2.  You have to taste them to believe it!  Stevalite Sweets are 
actually good for you.  They come in delicious �avors like 
caramel, blue raspberry, lemon, cherry, and pineapple.  They’re 
made with stevia, an all-natural, zero-calorie sweetener.  So they 
won’t give you cavities. You’ll fall in love with Stevalite Sweets!                

inform                  entertain                  persuade

3.  Julia knew that large rocks lay at that edge of the �eld.  They 
were mostly covered by snow.  Their snowmobile was 
heading right for them!  Donald had no idea they existed.  
Julia tried screaming to him. The wind whipped her words 
away.  She held onto Donald’s waist with one arm and 
pounded his shoulder with the other.      

inform                  entertain                  persuade

4.  This math question has two parts: I and II.  Part I is a 
multiple choice question.  You must choose a single 
answer that best describes the graph.  Part II is a 
word problem based on the graph.  You must enter 
your answer, including the label, in the box provided.   

inform                  entertain                  persuade
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Circle the word that describes the author’s purpose for writing each 
paragraph.
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ANSWER KEY
Vowel Digraphs 
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Circle the words that are vowel digraphs in which the first vowel says 
its name.  There may be more than one per row.

Circle the words that are vowel digraphs in which the vowels blend to 
make a new sound.  There is more than one per row.

Vowel Digraphs 

1. playpen ground �oor foam

2. loop train cheated cruise

3. house monkey powder needle

4. scream caught coat outside

5. fruitcake paint shoe halfway

6. stain brown awesome keep

7. ground gloat doe pause

8. fewer faint towel sleepy

9. donkey �ower awful leader

10. author cruel jewel cloakFred’s

New Sled
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